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 As we all aware, this weekend we celebrate Independence Day, 

July 4. This is a proud and honored day for our country. Many 

Americans will be flying the flag, others will be having picnics and 

gatherings, still others will be reveling in an extra day off from work. 

The beaches, parks, and campgrounds will be full. Despite the COVID-

19 pandemic, people will do what they can to celebration in some 

fashion. 

This year’s celebrations, however, will be muted. With a pandemic 

in full swing many will not gather, fireworks will not explode, parades 

will be halted, and baseball will be stilled. People everywhere will be 

wearing masks, keeping their distance from one another and hunkering 

down in the safety of their own homes. Depending on where you look, 

you might question just how free are. 

The fact is, freedom and liberty, are relative concepts. We do have 

freedom from an imperial foreign power. We are free from—taxation 

and legislation and governing—without representation. We enjoy the 

freedom of electing our leaders, of voting on certain bills and 

proposals, of traveling, of pursuing happiness, and of worshiping as we 

please. Yes, we have many freedoms, which we often take for granted, 

yet demand if we feel they are being constrained. 

Nevertheless, we are not free to do anything we want. Numerous 

laws prevent us from committing crimes, embezzling money, 

defrauding the government, cheating the system. In our Christian faith 

we also give up personal freedoms for the good of others. We believe 

we do not have the freedom to ridicule our sister, criticize our brother, 

cheat our parents, abuse our children, gossip about our friends, slander 

our coworkers, hate our neighbor. Now of course, we do all those 

things and get away with it, because we aren’t breaking any laws. 

However, in fine Christian tradition, we are only free when we willingly 

sacrifice our rights for the good of others. John 8 says, Jesus answered 

them, “Truly, truly, I say to you, everyone who practices sin is a 

slave to sin. 35 The slave does not remain in the house forever; the son 

remains forever. 36 So if the Son sets you free, you will be free 

indeed.  

Whenever we insist on our rights, at the expense of others, we are 

sinning and are slaves to sin. Whenever we sacrifice those rights, as 

Jesus did, for the sake of our neighbor, we are free indeed. If sin and 

selfishness rule my life, I am not free, even though I do what I want. 

Only as we allow Christ to rule our life, and do what is best for others, 

are we free. Thanks be to God who has freed us from the slavery to sin 

and death, through the sacrifice of His Son. In Christ, we are free 

indeed! 


